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that the constitution liad not in fact proved unwork- Cliapter
able, so that interference could "be justified on the only    	I
possible ground, necessity. Hence the Council main-
tains still its unassailable position. It has refused to
render the franchise lower so as to change its com-
plexion; it has refused to enact deadlock provisions
enabling the Assembly to override it by thrice passing
a bill, and it has even refused to allow the lower house
to reconstitute itself on the basis of proportional repre-
sentation. It cannot be said that its action has been
seriously unpopular. The upper houses in the States
are calm business-like bodies, representing a certain
degree of property and they act as a wise check on the
more reckless proposals of the lower houses.
The same remark applies to the upper house of
Tasmania, where the constitution left undefined its
powers. On the score of its elective character the
Council exercised control over money bills, until in
1924-25 occurred the events akeady referred to when
an Appropriation bill and an Income Tax bill were
both assented to by the representative of the Crown
though the Council had passed neither. The utter
illegality of this course has been pointed out, but the
crisis was solved by the adoption of a compromise
between the houses. An Appropriation bill may not
contain any clause not dealing with the ordinary
annual supply; if any other provision is contained in
it, it shall be void. Income Tax and Land Tax Rating
Acts shall contain no other provisions, or they shall be
void. Bills of these kinds the Council may not amend,
nor may it amend any other measure so as to increase
or impose any burden on the people or appropriate
revenue. But it may suggest amendments where it can-

